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““We liked it because the bumpers were up and the shoes were 
not smelly. The journey was easy and we felt very relaxed. We 
really enjoyed it. Thank you. P.S. Can we come again please?”
James

 “The leisure centre was really easy to get to even though it 
was quite far. My favourite ball, a green ball, let me get a strike 
and made me come second with 109 points. I think it was very 
generous of you letting us eat there and not have to clean up 
after! Thank you”””””’’’’’”
Chloe

““The best bit was when everyone cheered for you when you get 
a strike or a spare. I hope we can come again! Thank you!”” 
Callum

““We all had great fun! THANK YOU!!! It was a beautiful place. 
Everyone could not stop talking about it. P.S. I hope we can come 
back.””	
Nassir

““I’have been bowling many times but this was the best one. As 
well as your kindness, it was a wonderful place.”” 
Caner

““Dear Sir or Madam, I really enjoyed bowling at the bowling alley. 
Thanks for letting us watch TV while we where eating our lunch. 
The shoes were so comfortable. I liked bowling it was so much 
fun!!!!””	
Brisilda 

““I had fun at your bowling alley because 
it was nice to watch people have fun and 
enjoy themselves. Also it was easy to travel 
to your bowling centre and it was funny 
when people did not bowl properly.”
Emily 6CS 
Honilands Primary School, Enfield

 “
“Rowans is very decorative and it was 
very relaxing and funny, I really liked 
it, but it’is still my first, best bowling 
alley and I can come any time because 
the transport is very easy.””
Eren 


